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Historian Paul Gilroy observes that a focus on roots, the authentic origins of peoples
and cultures, obscures the routes through which encounters unfold and identities
shift, realign, and coalesce in space and time. African identities in the “New World,”
for example, are recombinant, forged of necessity, emerging as soon as disparate peo-
ple meet in the brutal hold of that most modern of institutions: the slaving ship.1

Though principally concerned with the formation of identities through the
Middle Passage, Gilroy’s assertion is as true for black studies and the Atlantic world
as it is for any diaspora. The conceptual frameworks of motion, encounter, and iden-
tity shift are generally useful for understanding how cultural forms and expressions
develop through routes of communication across borders.2 For Gilroy, and for Stuart
Hall and C. L. R. James before him, the local and the transnational are inextricably
linked by regimes of production and consumption as well as by systems of thought
and meaning. Cultural forms may be grounded in local spaces of production and
consumption, but the very material basis for that production, and indeed the ide-
ologies that underpin meaning, often knit together people and processes across
national boundaries.3 The deployment of this concept as a central feature of schol-
arship is one of the great legacies of black studies as the field has developed since
1970, taking the best of Marxism, the best of British culture studies, the best of
immigration studies, and the best of intellectual history.
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It is only within a theoretical framework enabled by black transnational stud-
ies that the development of ska music and its descendent forms (rocksteady and reg-
gae) can be fully illuminated. The history of ska illustrates the central theme of
movement between the local and the transnational in the formation of identities and
in the creation of cultural forms. Now in its third wave, ska has for forty years formed
the basis of a cross-border conversation in music. Ska was generated out of a transna-
tional network of labor and music migration, nurtured in particular cities within the
broad cultural geography of the black Atlantic. The history of ska binds together dis-
located, proletarianized Kingston workers, American sailors on their seafaring shop
floor, urban black families in London and Manchester, New Orleans juke joint reg-
ulars, and an emerging international recording industry. The ska sound forms part of
a broad, transoceanic musical development that both emerges from and transcends
urban, working-class spaces of labor, residence, and leisure. Finally, ska’s descendent
musical forms weave together white and black youth through a variety of genres and
practices linking Jamaica, Great Britain, and the United States.

The Three Waves of Ska Music
Ska washed over the black Atlantic in three waves, each associated with a transna-
tional set of conditions and processes.4 The first wave of ska erupted in the early
1960s out of the energetic dance hall culture of urban Jamaica among working-class
youth cobbling together old island traditions and new forms of expression from a
range of materials found in American, British, and Jamaican popular culture. The
horn-dominated instrumentation, syncopated rhythms, up-tempo timing, and down-
beat emphasis marked ska as an emergent genre of music. Ska music formed part of
a broader Jamaican urban youth culture anchored by the so-called Rude Boy, a suit-
and-tie hooligan bent on turf protection and the defiance of adult authority. Many
artists associated with the global reggae explosion of the 1970s, such as Bob Marley,
Bunny Livingstone, Toots Hibbert, and Lee “Scratch” Perry, got their start as young
Rude Boy instrumentalists in ska bands. By the late 1960s, Marley and other stars
began to slow down the tempo of ska, launching experiments with the genre that
would result in rocksteady and reggae music. Nevertheless, these derivative forms
carried the central musical achievements of ska worldwide.

The second wave of ska developed in the clubs of London and Manchester
in the 1970s, guided by an aggressively multiracial youth culture that used ska, reg-
gae, and the Rude Boy image as an idiom for social rebellion. So-called two-tone
bands such as the Beat, Madness, and the Specials poured into the British club
scenes and American college radio stations, translating ska for a new generation of
listeners. Much of the second wave repertoire was culled from the still-living cata-
logue of Jamaican popular music, transported to Britain through labor migration and
commodity circulation. Britain proved fertile ground for further developments in
black transnational music and culture, and the immigrant Jamaican community laid
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the groundwork for the transplantation of reggae to the metropole. As New Wave
music took hold of the Anglo-American airwaves, however, the second wave of ska
dissipated as quickly as it had erupted. In any case, reggae had already bored deeply
into the American and Jamaican markets, crowding out the ska revival that made
such an impact on British youth. Yet through the 1970s, ska and reggae provided
important groundwork for another emergent transnational form, rap music, as island
peoples brought the Jamaican sound system, the MC (master of ceremonies), and a
vibrant dance hall culture to the immigrant neighborhoods of urban America.

Ska’s third wave emerged in the United States as an intellectual pursuit by
college-based bands. Band members in the third wave generally found their initial
direction in the broad-shouldered American punk rock scene, which grounded a
diverse range of creative endeavors in art, videography, and music. The stripped-
down aesthetic of punk rock provided a fertile proving ground and point of depar-
ture for young musicians, but those with a high degree of talent and training often
took the punk idiom into new sonic regions. Jamaican ska from the 1960s was one of
many reservoirs tapped by these restless punk rock musicians, and it proved a useful
one. Bands such as the Voodoo Glowskulls and Operation Ivy not only infused their
punk rock sound with ska rhythm and instrumentation; they powered a revival of
Jamaican popular music from the 1960s—what we now refer to as first wave ska.
Today, dozens of “classic” samplers from a range of major recording labels attest to
the market potential for first wave ska rekindled by American punk bands.

The classic status of first wave ska today obscures its origins within a dynamic
urban working-class society undergoing tremendous stress and change and experi-
menting with recombinant cultural forms to construct meaningful expressions. The
long career of ska music, from Kingston shantytowns to the Brixton underground to
the college clubs of the United States suggests that a search for its roots must in fact
be a search for its routes. This paper, then, is principally concerned with tracing the
latter, first by exploring how Jamaican urban youth assembled the ska sound from a
transnational flow of labor, capital, ideas, and consumer goods, and then by explor-
ing how these very same transnational flows circulated ska throughout the black
Atlantic.

Working-Class People in Motion
There can be no doubt that ska emerged from the intensely local world of urban
(particularly Kingston) working-class Jamaican youth.5 At the same time, ska devel-
oped within the global context of rural dislocation, labor migration, and rapid urban-
ization, processes that turned peasant families into a rural and urban proletariat, and
that unfolded within the development of U.S. and British economic colonialism in
the Caribbean throughout the twentieth century.6 Sugarcane, bauxite mines, and the
export platform prove as important to the development of ska music as shantytown
social life.
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A meditation on the emergence of ska music, then, will allow us to reflect on
the transnational and historical contexts of this important genre of music. In so
doing, I want to emphasize the historical place of ska music in urban, working-class
Jamaican culture in the 1960s. My central argument is that ska, its history, and the
popular music genres it spawned and influenced reveal interwoven processes and
relationships that straddle the black Atlantic.7 In the post–World War II era, these
processes linked urban youth in the United States, Great Britain, and Jamaica
through commodity consumption—particularly of American R&B and Caribbean
island music. Eventually these processes cohered in the musical expressions of ska,
which emerged at a particular place and time in the shanties and dance halls of
Kingston. Directly, ska erupted onto the national scene in Jamaica, enabling a
national conversation among Jamaican youth. Finally, ska and its descendents (rock-
steady and reggae) flowed out of urban Jamaica and back through routes of com-
munication, labor migration, and consumption that crisscrossed the black Atlantic.

While there exists a large fan-based literature centered on both reggae and
ska, particularly with ska’s more recent revival forms, scholars have taken relatively
little note of these important cultural developments. Nevertheless, a few good schol-
arly works on Jamaican popular music are available, most of which take reggae as the
point of departure. Denis Constant’s as yet unsurpassed critical history of reggae
offers a detailed examination of the politics of the dub turn in Jamaican music. Con-
stant is less concerned, however, with the spatial and transnational forms that give
rise to Jamaican popular music than he is with the intellectual roots of reggae lyrics
and Rastafarian religious expressions.8 His sophisticated critical analyses tend to
phenomenologize and dehistoricize texts at the expense of temporal and spatial con-
texts. In a similar vein, Edna Brodber and J. Edward Greene’s excellent Reggae and
Cultural Identity in Jamaica establishes the music as fully oppositional and expands
the analytical framework to include a thorough account of the conditions of poverty
and rural-urban decline within which reggae takes hold. Yet like many analyses,
Brodber and Greene’s work posits this kind of oppositional identity in rather static
terms, keeping it bounded by the nation and expressing purely national concerns.
Their otherwise definitive work misses the crucial transnational contexts within
which reggae and its precursor (ska) emerge and gives scant attention to the world
stage on which both ska and reggae make their mark.9

Curiously, even with the current revival of ska’s popularity, most recent schol-
arship on reggae and ska tends to frame ska as a minor precursor to reggae’s more
important place as a music of political resistance.10 However, I would argue that
rather than a minor precursor, ska represents a crucial departure in the history of
world popular music, a moment of intense creative play with the forms and purpose
of pleasurable sound. Reggae may have foisted far more overtly political content
onto wax pressings and airwaves of the black Atlantic, but ska musicians organized
the formal basis for resistance in music—both to conditions in Jamaica and to the
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control of recorded popular music by a handful of U.S. corporations. Ska made reg-
gae thinkable and possible in the first place.

This essay, then, does not attempt to recreate the minutiae and the details of
particular ska outfits, artists, and producers, which can be found in excellent books
such as Chuck Foster’s Roots, Rock, Reggae.11 While I will draw on particular exam-
ples as needed, the major purpose of this essay is to synthesize disparate scholarship
to provide theoretical ground for further research in transnational black studies, par-
ticularly as capital processes, labor migration, and commodity chains reshape the
spaces of innovation and encounter. The historic development of Jamaican popular
music provides an excellent case study of transnational working-class cultural expres-
sions as these emerge in and proliferate through the black Atlantic. To understand
these expressions requires that we bring together an urban-labor historical perspec-
tive with the emerging theoretical literature on transnationalism.

To this end, scholars such as Arjun Appadurai, Jane Desmond, Virginia Dom-
inquez, David Harvey, and Fredric Jameson suggest that culture studies too often
train analysis on cultural production and consumption within national boundaries, or
on the struggle over cultural meanings that occur within the framework of the
nation-state. These scholars recommend that culture studies internationalize its ana-
lytic approach in order to better understand the generation of cultural forms and
meanings across time and space.12 Jenny Sharpe makes the same argument in a
provocative essay entitled “Is the United States Postcolonial? Transnationalism,
Immigration, and Race.” She holds that diverse cultural forms, artifacts, and identi-
ties are produced through constant movement across national borders and that iden-
tities linked to nationhood cannot be understood simply as stable or static containers
of meaning. They do, in fact, shift because political economies both place people
into changing relations of power and force people to new levels of mobility.13 George
Sánchez agrees, arguing that—in the case of Chicano people—the national border
itself was never a stable container of identity since the border was always porous and
the cultures on either side shifted over time.14 Finally, anthropologist James Clifford
echoes Paul Gilroy’s observations that cultural analysis must make sense of the
routes through which people and their ideas move, and that it is precisely within
spaces of contact along these routes that new cultural forms and expressions become
necessary. In other words, Clifford argues that routes do not simply constitute tem-
poral motions toward some place; rather, every route of movement knits together
real, discrete places that are both shaped by and in turn shape the people and ideas
moving through them over time.15

In coming to terms with the emergence of transoceanic, working-class cul-
tural forms, we must pay close attention not only to the flows of people and ideas
across borders but also to the urban spaces in which these ideas are generated,
absorbed, reworked, and exported. The working-class shantytown of urban Jamaica
is one such place.
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The Political Economy of Popular Music in the Black Atlantic
Ska erupted against the background of a rich Jamaican musical heritage, which
draws on African, European, and Creole traditions.16 Numerous West and Central
African folk music styles persisted throughout the Caribbean in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, but in Jamaica these merged with British Anglican church
music and gospel hymns. Throughout the nineteenth century, a Jamaican religious
music emerged that blended African and European styles into a distinctly Afro-
Caribbean sound. Jamaican Christianity, much like its counterpart in African Amer-
ica, was intensely oriented around issues of freedom and anticolonial struggle, and
these themes informed the development of Jamaican church and religious culture.17

Meanwhile, as early as the 1890s, a Jamaican secular music began developing that
was played by brass bands in the streets of Kingston using instruments brought to
the island by British soldiers. In the 1920s and 1930s, popular forms emerged among
working-class townspeople which drew selectively on all of these traditions, merging
them with the pan-Caribbean sounds of calypso. Though the Jamaican civil and reli-
gious elites typically regarded mento (a genre of island popular music characterized
by a calypso rhythm, steel drum percussion, and the early addition of electric gui-
tar, commonly purveyed for the tourist trade) and “island” music with disdain, these
genres gained popularity in the 1940s and 1950s among the urban proletariat. A less
ribald variant of mento also became popular with British and American tourists
because of its risqué lyrics and calypso flavor.18

During and after World War II, Caribbean and Brazilian music found its way
into North American markets both directly and indirectly. A spate of records, radio
programs, and films showcased island combos for United States audiences. Cuban
actor-bandleader Desi Arnez, Brazilian chanteuse Carmen Miranda, and percus-
sionist Tito Puente, along with a slew of Barbadian, Jamaican, and Trinidadian com-
bos, partially satisfied a growing American hunger for “exotic” music and culture.19

At the same time, islander emphases on sophisticated percussion and complex Latin
melodic structures exercised a profound influence on North American jazz through-
out the postwar era—particularly in the baroque stylings of globetrotting band-
leader Dizzy Gillespie. Finally, American jazz itself, having incorporated musical ele-
ments from the tropics, returned to Jamaica and other countries via radio, musical
tours, and records to influence further the direction of island music. Future musician
and producer Clement Dodd listened as a young man to American jazz on Kingston
radio, enjoying such artists as Fats Navarro, Dizzy Gillespie, Coleman Hawkins, Illi-
nois Jacquet, and Charlie Parker. Future ska trombonist Don Drummond developed
his talents in the 1950s first in the mento and tourist music trade, then by playing for
Eric Dean’s Jazz Orchestra in Kingston parks and concert halls.20

In the mid-1950s, however, American R&B began to flood Jamaica. It found
its way there in a number of ways, including purchases by labor migrants to the
United States, mail orders by Kingston record shops and sound system engineers,
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and American AM radio. Most American R&B that reached Jamaican shores and air-
waves originated in the Delta South—particularly in New Orleans and Baton
Rouge. The Louisiana style, most commonly associated with artists such as Roy
Brown, Lloyd Price, Fats Domino, and Lee Dorsey, enjoyed an early regional suc-
cess in the late 1940s through the mid-1950s, as Delta radio stations promoted the
records through their playlists.21 Louisiana R&B erupted in the juke joints of New
Orleans, a recombinant form of jazz and boogie-woogie wrought through the firma-
ment of a lively urban musical culture. The sheer proximity of joints, taverns, and
clubs in the dense musical corridor of New Orleans ensured the constant spatial jux-
taposition of performers working through different genres of sound. Researched and
developed by weekend musicians who toiled through the week in menial service,
labor, waterfront, and agricultural jobs, Louisiana R&B was cobbled together from
jazz and blues signatures reconstructed in the sonic context of the Crescent City.22

Despite its humble origins, it managed to find its way to wax pressings and thus into
the broader flow of commodities in the Americas. Carried across the Gulf through
AM transmissions as well as direct record sales, the genre became popular among
working-class youth in Kingston because its heightened tempo elevated the dance-
ability of R&B through an emphasis on the offbeat.

The richness of regional styles of American R&B in the mid-1950s reflects a
moment in the history of the U.S. recording industry when small labels still recruited
and fielded talent for regional and national consumption, and when local radio and
record producers enjoyed a modicum of control over the sound of popular music.23 In
the late 1950s, however, American record corporations consolidated control over the
industry, squeezed out independent labels, and in the process streamlined the sound
of American R&B. Given the strength of the recording industry in Detroit, New York,
and, to a lesser extent, Chicago, it is no wonder that these cities set the musical agenda
for the future development of R&B. Already an unstable genre from an underdevel-
oped region of commodity production, Louisiana R&B literally disappeared from the
production rosters of larger companies—and from the playlists of radio stations out-
side of the Deep South. As a result, the offbeat tempo of Louisiana R&B became
scarce. This scarcity of Louisiana R&B was one of the principal catalysts for the devel-
opment of a homegrown Jamaican popular music industry, in which ska would come
to play a leading role. In terms of a musical aesthetic, the emergence of ska in many
respects can be seen as an attempt to experiment with the Louisiana sound as new
recordings of the genre from the United States began to dry up.

At the same time, successive waves of recession in the Caribbean, brought on
by precipitous drops in world commodity prices, made American music imports less
and less affordable.24 With less work in the cane fields, sugar processing plants, and
shipping facilities, unemployment in Jamaica rose to unprecedented heights, and few
had the money to spare for American records. Thus not only did Jamaicans lack the
Louisiana sound but there were fewer American records in circulation at all in the
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1950s. Ironically, the recession also prompted the large-scale migration of Jamaican
men to the United Kingdom in search of work, paving the way for the substantial
post–World War II flow across the Atlantic of families and of music.25 Indeed, Britain
had a great need for immigrant labor in the decades following World War II, and
Jamaicans poured into the country, establishing neighborhoods, pubs, and dance halls.

The pace of this migratory movement increased dramatically after Jamaica
achieved independence from Britain at the end of the 1950s, pushed forward by
deepening recession and chronic unemployment that persisted well into the 1980s.26

Throughout the postwar period then, a large-scale labor out-migration of families
from Jamaica resulted in new settlement cultures in Britain, which would eventually
form nuclei of further transnational musical developments. By 1960, this labor migra-
tion was well underway at the very moment that Kingston musicians began to reor-
ganize the Jamaican popular sound into what we know as ska. Naturally, Jamaican
youth emigrating to Britain would bring along their records, ideas, and styles to new
soil. Immigrant Jamaican bands flourished in the metropole, forming in working-
class Brixton and other urban black neighborhoods of the United Kingdom.27

The sound of music and the migration of people alone did not shape the
experience of urban popular culture in Jamaica. Alongside the popularity of Ameri-
can R&B in Kingston was the popularity of the actual dance halls in which it was
played. The dance hall already formed a long and significant island tradition among
people of African descent, an important and transcendent space of communal
leisure and creative expression.28 The 1950s saw the development of a full-fledged
modern dance hall culture, made possible through the arrival of the Jamaican sound
system, itself assembled largely from audio components imported from Britain and
the United States.29 The sound system became a mainstay of Jamaican popular cul-
ture and was crucial in the development of ska, rocksteady, reggae, and eventually
rap. Assembled by such pioneers as Count Shelly, Clemont “Coxsone” Dodd, Sir
Collins, Sir Biggs the President, Duke Vin the Tickler, and Lee “Scratch” Perry, the
sound systems combined innovations in tower speaker modulation with hi-fidelity
amplification to pound out the current favorite American R&B and island tunes in
urban dance halls across Jamaica. Famous sound system operators established urban
territories and loyalties, and occasionally they battled for supremacy before audi-
ences of hundreds and even thousands. Audio equipment arrived on the island
through direct sales by U.S. and British catalog companies, through Jamaican-owned
distributors of American components, and through labor migration to and from the
United States and the United Kingdom.

By the early 1960s, however, with the drop both in commodity prices and the
purchasing power of the Jamaican pound, the sound masters were unable to main-
tain a fresh stable of records. Desperate to eke out a living, they soon turned to
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Jamaican bands to fill the void of new music and to quench the thirst for R&B dance
tunes. Indeed, Jamaica proved fertile ground. Musical talent abounded, catalyzed by
the flood of American instruments that had washed over the island in the 1940s and
early 1950s reputedly brought by sailors in the U.S. Navy in exchange for marijuana.
The early bands covered Louisiana and other American R&B hits as well as jazz
standards, bending them into an island idiom. Increasingly cut off from trends in
American popular music, however, Jamaican band music flourished in dance halls
such as the Ram Jam, the Blue Ribbon Club, Liberty Hall, Club Monaco, and the
Flamingo, and by the early 1960s, a definite ska sound had developed.30 Its instru-
mentation and comportment remained fully within a transnational Afro–Latin jazz
tradition, shaped through constant negotiation across the Atlantic, while its rhythm
reflected the powerful influence of Louisiana R&B. The principal innovation that
made ska a distinct genre of music, however, was its experimentation with the after-
beat, a rhythmic development that took syncopation in new and increasingly frenetic
directions.

The final component of ska did not fall into place for another two years.
Indeed, audio equipment, performance venues, and talent were not enough to
launch a genre, let alone a national popular music. Reel-to-reel tapes recorded in the
crude studios of Kingston still had to be shipped to New York City or Miami for mas-
tering—a capital-intensive process. The establishment of wax pressing on the island
by Caribbean Records and Federal Studio, however, drastically reduced the cost out-
lays of record production. With local pressing available, small studios and labels
sprung up, bringing ska to wider audiences every year. This resulted in a prolifera-
tion of ska recordings from 1962 through 1966, led by Clement Dodd’s Studio One,
Federal Records, and their extraordinary rosters of talented musicians and singers.31

The “Man in the Street”
Ska erupted from the working-class shantytowns of Kingston as a vital, dynamic cul-
tural reaction to the control of American popular music by a handful of corporations
in the 1950s and 1960s. As Don Drummond’s ska anthem “Man in the Street” sug-
gests, ska constituted a cultural movement that emerged as a soundtrack to the com-
plex daily life of working-class youth in urban Jamaica. Indeed, ska found a ready-
made audience in the teeming shantytowns of Jamaican cities. The shantytowns that
developed around Kingston and other centers were a product of rural proletarian-
ization, agricultural dislocation, weak formal housing markets, and an underdevel-
oped public sphere for the provision of basic services. Ska would provide the pleas-
urable sound against the grind of rapid urbanization, poverty, and rural decline. For
the young men and women who had to reassemble dislocated lives and family struc-
tures, ska and Jamaican popular culture more generally would provide the resources
for creativity and resistance.32
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The history of the shantytown mirrors Jamaica’s rural and colonial history.
The transformation of Jamaica into a modern, capitalist producer economy was
effected early on and under conditions of slavery and colonization. Thus, once slav-
ery was abolished in 1834, plantation agriculture competed for labor power with
smallholder farming and later with mining operations in the island’s central plateau
and the docks of Kingston’s substantial harbor. The result was 150 years of patterned
labor migration between plantations, family farms, and mines, as “surplus men” were
drained off into work circuits ebbing with harvest seasons.33

New infusions of British and American capital into Jamaica, first in the 1920s
and again in the 1940s, catalyzed forces of rural decline and intensified the proletar-
ianization of Jamaican rural migrant workers. The expansion of capitalist agriculture,
coupled with increased mechanization of sowing, harvesting, and processing, dis-
rupted established labor migration patterns. Furthermore, fluctuations in world
commodity prices for sugar, bananas, coffee, and bauxite caused further dislocations
in the labor force as rural industries laid workers off by the thousands. Throughout
the post–World War II period, then, young men and women found themselves
increasingly adrift, displaced from plantations through mechanization, from family
farms through plantation expansion, and from mines and docks through market
depressions. Despite the promise of a Labour government after full independence
in 1962, thousands of displaced men and women continued to make their way to the
cities each year in search of a livelihood in urban labor markets.34

They found livelihoods wanting, however. The few formal economy jobs to be
had were in dock work, agricultural and ore processing, and general labor. Highly
sought after, these posts in the urban labor market could scant absorb the refugees
from a declining rural economy.35 As a result, most workers in Kingston made a liv-
ing through the informal economy—black market imports, drug trade, prostitution,
numbers, laundry, construction, brewing, hawking, and music performance. Indeed,
the shantytown developed as a human catchment, where migrating kin and home-
place networks could readily organize spaces of production and reproduction, as well
as strategies of consumption and accumulation. In a nation in transition from colo-
nial subjugation to a postcolonial order, the shantytown underscored the lack of
infrastructure, public welfare, and amenities.36

The shantytowns reflected the spatial logic of colonial capitalist maldevelop-
ment, as well as the remarkable creativity of ordinary people in daily life to carve out
livelihoods amid conditions of poverty. It was here that Jamaican working-class peo-
ple struggled for some amount of spatial autonomy and control over their destinies.
In this context, one can not overestimate the importance of music and subculture—
especially for urban youth—in forging spaces of resistance and autonomy. It was
within this transnational milieu that ska emerged as the principal popular music of
Jamaica, and from which it would make its way abroad.
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No group in the shantytowns provided ska musicians with a more loyal fan
base than the Rude Boys. Rude Boys, stylized by local media as “hooligans” and
“gangsters,” were the authors of a working-class youth subculture that arose in the
shanties of Jamaica in the early 1960s. Rude Boys (or “Rudies”) were mostly men—
but also women in growing numbers—who had been dislocated from rural areas by
declining fortunes and opportunities. They flocked to the cities of Jamaica looking
for work in export processing, shipping, or petty trading. Most settled in the self-help
shantytowns of exploding urban centers such as Kingston, moving between the licit
and illicit economy to make ends meet. A vast reserve labor force, working-class
urban youth naturally gravitated to the oppositional music of ska and to the Rude
culture that supported it.

Rude culture included ways of dressing (high-cuff pants, thin ties, sus-
penders, and boots), hairstyles (especially the martial flat top), rhythms of speech,
in-group slang, alcohol consumption (Red Stripe beer), and attitudes and gestures
that defied the authority of parents, teachers, ministers, and police. The Rude life
emerged as one of the first great transnational youth cultures. Anchored in a local
idiom of resistance, Rudies nevertheless drew on and reinterpreted images of mas-
culinity and liminality purveyed by gangster and western films from Hollywood, spy
films from Britain, and kung fu movies from Hong Kong. Ironically, then, while
transnational economic processes had displaced youth from the rural areas, the
transnational flow of cultural commodities provided the raw material for Jamaican
youth to piece together new identities in a fragmented urban world. Moreover, inter-
national labor migration networks would soon export Rude culture abroad—partic-
ularly to the burgeoning black neighborhoods of Great Britain.

Less and less hopeful that a decent future could be won in Jamaica through
formal political action, Rudies engaged in forms of resistance grounded in working-
class youth culture and an underground political economy. Rudies supplemented
their straight jobs (if they were even able to find work) with illicit activities such as
petty theft, drug dealing, gambling, and pimping.37 Armed with pipe wrenches in
the absence of guns, and alienated not only from control over but even from contact
with the means of production, Rudies carved up shanties into territories for control
over the means of reproduction—particularly loan sharking, prostitution, and build-
ing materials provision. Mostly, however, Rudies were engaged in only the pettiest of
thuggery. The subculture was principally one of common identification for common
survival, with the urban dance hall and the record shop as spatial focal points for
mobilizing the resources of identity and resistance to civil authority. Sound masters
such as Dodd and Perry often employed Rudies as so-called dance hall crashers, a
job that entailed spying on and occasionally provoking trouble at concerts hosted by
the competition. Many early ska bands were themselves made up of Rude Boys with
instruments. Indeed, as if to compound the Rude mystique, pioneer skaster Don
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Drummond was arraigned on a murder charge in 1964, and countless other ska
musicians found themselves in and out of the slammer on charges ranging from drug
possession and racketeering to assault and battery.

By the early-1960s, then, ska and Rude culture pervaded urban areas of
Jamaica. A loose core of musicians formed many of the most important bands of the
era, with trombonists such as Don Drummond and Rico Rodriguez, saxophonists
Roland Alphonso and Hedley, trumpeters Dizzy Moore and Baba Brooks, and of
course the great vocals of Stranger Cole, Eric Morris, the Maytals, Derrick Morgan,
Jackie Opel, Patsy, Desmond Dekker, the Ethiopians, and the Skatalites. But beyond
this core, a transatlantic generation of musicians arrived on the scene to push ska into
a variety of directions. Many songs gained transatlantic popularity, such as Freddie
Note’s version of the older mento hit “Montego Bay,” the Maytals’ “Monkey Man,”
Desmond Dekker’s “It Mek,” Don Drummond’s “Man in the Street,” and Baba
Brook’s sexually suggestive “One-Eyed Giant.”

The concerns of ska songs were seldom overtly political in the way those of
reggae would be. Indeed, as if plumbing Jamaica’s Protestant Anglican religious his-
tory for material, many early ska tunes were retooled gospel numbers or popular dit-
ties with biblical themes. The Maytals released a single with the Vikings in 1963, enti-
tled “The Books of Moses,” and they followed it closely with a rendition of the
popular gospel song “Shining Light.” Desmond Dekker reinterpreted another pop-
ular gospel number, “Mount Zion,” in the ska idiom, while Clancy Eccles belted a
respectable “River Jordan” in cut time.

But ska music also incorporated a number of more secular themes pertinent
to urban working-class youth. Ska spoke to the daily frustrations of making a living
in the sprawling, inhospitable, and congested city. For example, the Charms’ “Tote
Eet” tells of the difficult and demeaning labor that young men must carry out every
day in order to feed their families. The Skatalites’ hit tune “Lucky Seven” presents
a thrilling, rapid-heart tribute to the dangerous world of urban gambling, where
youth often attempt to supplement meager incomes with quick windfalls of cash
from numbers and craps. The enigmatic singer Bonny warns every urban youth that
“the seed you sow / that’s the seed you reap,” while Clancy Eccles’s heavy-patois
“Sammy No Dead” grapples with both homicide and the shantytown rumor mill.

Like the Louisiana R&B tunes that came to the island in the postwar era, ska
songs routinely explored issues of love and sex, attempting to make sense of shifting
gender roles in the new urban centers. Derrick and Patsy’s “Housewife’s Choice”
builds on old blues themes to create a song about the philandering urban flaneur and
his conquest of unfaithful wives and girlfriends. The song reverberates with young
male fears and tensions about the instability of coupling in the dense urban labor
and housing markets of shantytown. These shifting urban contexts create new pos-
sibilities of sexual freedom for women and men—and thus new anxieties about gen-
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der roles and relationships. These anxieties are also reflected in Stranger Cole’s “Run
Joe,” which exhorts the protagonist to flee the scene of an illicit affair with his pants
in his hand in order to avoid being killed by a jealous husband. The Silvertones’
“True Confession” pleads with a wronged and heartbroken woman to accept an apol-
ogy for her mean treatment, while the Dreamletts’ “Really Now” finds a young
woman professing her love with uncharacteristic brashness. Jackie Opel’s “Push
Wood” and Justin Hines’s “Rub Up Push Up” are also sexually charged, both reflect-
ing heightened levels of contact in urban areas between young men and women out-
side of the strict purview of parents and a stern rural religious culture. Alternately,
Kentrick Patrick’s “Don’t Stay Out Late” entreats young men and women to use
common sense, obey parents, and get home from the dance at an early hour.

Ska songs also expressed youth aspirations and fantasies for a more glamorous
and carefree lifestyle. Braggadocio was an early and important theme in the genre,
as young men attempted to compensate for the alienation and dehumanization of
shantytown life and labor. Typical of this variety was Don Drummond’s egocentric
“Don Cosmic,” or Roland Alfonso’s hopeful “Streets of Gold.” Just as common, how-
ever, were seemingly escapist songs—songs which engaged in fantasy or which rein-
terpolated popular commercial themes from Britain and the United States. The
Skatalites weighed in with such numbers as “Dick Tracy,” while Carlos Malcom and
the Afro-Caribs rendered American television’s “Theme from Bonanza” into a rol-
licking “Bonanza Ska.” Roland Alphonso released “James Bond” in 1965, while
numerous ska outfits recorded the fast-tempo “007 Shantytown.” Finally, Baba
Brooks paid tribute to the Marx Brothers movies with his 1964 release of “Duck
Soup.” Such songs reveal the close affinities ska musicians felt to liminal male char-
acters—tricksters, spies, cowboys, private dicks—as well as the ongoing media and
commodity ties between Jamaica, Britain, and the United States.

Movement by ska musicians and Rude Boy fans back and forth between
Jamaica and Britain inaugurated a cross-pollination of ska, which increasingly bat-
tled with rock ‘n’ roll, R&B, and doo-wop for the hearts of both white and black
working-class British youth.38 Ska—and the engines of commodity production and
distribution—put Jamaican musical idioms “out there” into the black Atlantic, to be
turned over, reinterpolated, and fragmented into a variety of sounds.

Rudie Gets Plenty: From Ska to Rocksteady to Reggae
As Jamaican popular music began its long march around the globe, ska outfits in the
home country began to engage in a lively and profound national debate through
their music over the causes for and solutions to escalating violence in Jamaica. By
1965–66, high unemployment, skyrocketing food prices, the curtailment of urban
services such as sewage and waste removal, and the crumbling urban infrastructure
provoked an escalation of crime and violence across the island. Periodic riots
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erupted in the spring and into the summer of 1966, principally over food shortages,
job insecurity, and police brutality.39

The summer of 1966 proved an exceptionally hot one, as the Caribbean basin
experienced an unusual heat wave. The frenetic ska beat only exacerbated tensions
in the poorly ventilated dance halls. One clever strategy pursued by top ska musi-
cians to curtail the violence involved tinkering with the very sound of ska—the
musical accompaniment to working-class youth discontent. That summer, ska outfits
began to slow down the tempo of the tunes in order to promote a more harmonious
dance floor, often reducing the beats per minute by half. This practice swept rapidly
across the island, and by mid-summer, recording studios were cranking out slow-
tempo singles that would eventually be called rocksteady records. Over the next sev-
eral months, a string of cuts were released that changed the shape of Jamaican pop
music forever.

Through a rocksteady tempo, musicians debated the relative merits of
“Rudeness,” probing the culture for causes and consequences of violence. Some
songs simply slowed down the pace but continued to celebrate Rudies as cultural
heroes akin to American cowboys and gangsters, living on the other side of the law,
challenging dominant social norms. Other songs, such as the Rulers’ “Don’t Be a
Rude Boy” provided cutting indictments of Rudie culture (“Young man you’re
inclined to be rough / time to leave all that Rude Boy stuff / ’cause one day, you’ll
realize / your rude ways were so unwise”). Still others focused on the violence itself
and the intimate contexts within which violence erupted. Stranger Cole’s “Drop that
Ratchet” implores a Rude Boy to think twice before leaving his house in anger with
a ratchet in his hand. The Valentines express the overall exasperation of Jamaicans
with the wave of violence: “The simplest thing is BLAM BLAM BLAM / what is this
in our little island?”

Many artists probed even deeper to uncover the root causes of violence in a
climate of poverty and desperation. The ever-oppositional Lee Perry worked with
the Sensations to create a rocksteady courtroom in their hit single “Set Them Free.”
In the track, they implore the judge to show lenience toward Rudies:

But as you see, they’re from a poor generation
Having no education
No qualification
So, they are driven to desperation.
Can’t get a job
They have been forced to rob.
I’m not suggesting that they should
But as you know
A hongry mon, is an angry won [one].
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The same song also argued that petty thievery be adjudicated against a much
broader history of colonialism and impoverishment: “Our ancestors once ruled this
world in all its whole / but now we are poor / who stole the Gold? / Your honor, please
answer me that question.” Some songs even indicted the military directly for using
Rudie violence as a cover for declaring martial law and going into the shantytowns.
Bobby Aitken asks in his song “Curfew,” “Tell me Rude Boy, what you gonna do? /
Tell me Rude Boy, what you gonna say? / When the soldiers take over.”

With this slow tempo and a growing roster of socially conscious “message”
hits, the step from rocksteady to reggae was a short one. Indeed, rocksteady fully
anticipated reggae both structurally and in the themes that songwriters explored.
The principle differences were twofold. First, each relied on different instrumenta-
tion. Where rocksteady bandleaders maintained the established ska lineup, with the
dominant (though increasingly muted) horn section, reggae brought the keyboard
and bass to the center of Jamaican music. Deemphasizing the conversation between
brass elements that had been central to the ska sound, reggae examined the poten-
tial of the rhythm section to chart new musical terrain. The classic syncopation and
emphasis on the offbeat remained strong in reggae, but bands filled out these syn-
copated beats with a wall of reverberated keyboard and bass, echoing the shift in
drug preferences among Jamaican youth from the frenetic buzz of alcohol and speed
to the mellow high of marijuana. Second, rocksteady unfolded prior to the trans-
oceanic rise of Rastafari religion, with its emphasis on spiritual resistance, pan-African
unity, and cultural struggle. Where rocksteady and reggae songs both explored issues
of oppression and the nature of power, reggae music was suffused with a deepening
spirituality culled from Rastafarian belief. Where rocksteady message songs exam-
ined the “homeland” of Africa as a place steeped in conflict and misery (e.g., Lord
Bryner’s “Congo War”), Rastafarian reggae artists cultivated Africa as a symbol of
heritage, pride, and cultural restoration.40

Yet even when reggae stormed the bastions of world popular music in the
early 1970s, and Rastafarianism emerged as a powerful spiritual movement, the
Rude Boy image persisted on transplanted soil. White and black working-class youth
in decaying urban centers of Britain (and to a lesser extent in the United States)
adopted the Rude Boy idiom as a tool of protest amid a climate of disintegration and
decline in the fortunes of working-class families.41 Rude culture, ska classics, and the
latest reggae dubs provided an interracial youth culture with nascent renegade iden-
tities and served as a crucial backdrop to the wave of intense riots that rocked British
cities in the mid-1970s.

Toward a Conclusion: Jamaicans, Brits, Borders, and American Popular Music
If Jamaican popular music thrived on its transplanted British soil, its influence in the
United States proved more convoluted. For a brief moment in 1964, it looked as
though ska might break into the American music scene when the Jamaican pavilion
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at the World’s Fair in New York featured performances by ska musicians and
dancers. But the break never came. Of course, ska and reggae made entrées directly
into American record collections, but its popularity was confined to relatively mar-
ginal subcultures, college campuses, and late-night radio programs. Only the out-
put of Bob Marley and the Wailers captured anything akin to a broadly sustained lis-
tenership in the United States.

The principal reason for the differences in Jamaican musical reception
between Britain and the United States is less a matter of market structures than of
settlement cultures. In Britain, Jamaican immigrants constituted the overwhelming
majority of urban black people. Postwar Jamaican labor migrants to the colonial
metropole carried with them both the taste for and the actual recordings of ska and
its descendent genres. To be sure, they eagerly consumed American R&B, from
Aretha Franklin to James Brown to War and Stevie Wonder. But Jamaican music
remained central to black working-class life in the ghettoes of South London, Liv-
erpool, Birmingham, and Manchester. Jamaican music provided a point of cultural
cohesiveness for Jamaican families, and among Jamaican youth it would emerge as
a measure of ethnic pride, a symbol of black consciousness among recent transplants
to a hostile, racist country.

In the United States, of course, island migrants found themselves in similarly
racist and hostile environs, but they were by no means alone. Afro-Caribbeans con-
stituted a very small portion of black people in the United States. Not only did
African Americans predominate numerically but their cultural and musical cre-
ations, highly influential the world over (including, as we have seen, in the Carib-
bean), dominated absolutely within the United States. Ska and particularly reggae
music certainly made inroads during the 1970s, adding to the already plentiful reser-
voir of black music available for resistance politics, pan-Africanist sentiment, and
cultural rebellion.42 Yet the black music that dominated the recording industry and
shaped taste cultures in the United States was African American.

This is not to say that Jamaican people’s music did not exert an important
influence over American popular culture. Indeed, as I have argued, Jamaica and the
United States had been engaged in a lengthy cross-cultural conversation through
music, migration, and circuits of capital and commodity flows since World War II.
American jazz after the war bore a distinct stamp of island and South American
sound. Island disc jockeys, in turn, increasingly spun the latest American R&B
records, while island musicians added black American jazz and popular tunes to
their repertoires. Ska itself emerged in the early 1960s as a hybrid musical form,
assembled through this transnational exchange of ideas. Yet the subsequent
influences of Jamaican popular music in the United States are more varied and sub-
tle. They must be traced through indirect as well as direct channels.

I would argue that there are four principal routes by which ska and reggae
music have entered American popular culture. Two of these routes involve labor
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migration and commodity flow directly from Jamaica to the United States. The other
two routes find Jamaican music entering the United States indirectly, through musi-
cal forms and experiments which emerge among white and black youth cultures in
Great Britain.

The first and most obvious route, of course, is one that I have already
described: the direct consumption of reggae records within the United States since
the early 1970s. Ska music itself had failed to gain a foothold in North American
markets, despite the (fleeting) attention that ska musicians received at the 1964
World’s Fair. But reggae music entered the United States at a more fertile moment
in the history of black social protest and cultural experimentation. Not only was the
Jamaican immigrant population swelling in New York, Miami, and Boston but the
rise of Black Power in the United States through the early to mid-1970s created a
hunger for all things African and diasporic.43

The second route by which Jamaican popular music forms have entered
American popular culture is through hip-hop and rap music. Taking shape on the
playgrounds and street corners of the South Bronx, hip-hop was from the first
moment a popular cultural practice that stretched across borderlands, linking the
local to the transnational. Not coincidentally, hip-hop erupted in the one American
urban neighborhood with the highest concentration of Jamaican labor migrant fam-
ilies: the South Bronx. Other islanders, such as Puerto Ricans, Barbadians, and
Trinidadians, also crowded into the dense tenements and public housing projects of
the South Bronx throughout the 1960s and 1970s. Hip-hop emerged in the mid-
1970s, incubated in this multiethnic, polyglot urban context.44 Islanders imported
with them to the South Bronx highly developed musical and electric performance
cultures centered around the mobile sound system. If ska had failed to gain a pur-
chase on the American music scene, and if reggae was only beginning to establish its
credentials, it was the sound system and dance hall culture that ultimately made
sense on transplanted soil. Where Jamaican genres of music only penetrated Amer-
ican markets obliquely, Jamaican performance practices proved central to the cre-
ation of hip-hop.

The Jamaican sound system, the more complex role of the island disc jockey,
and the liminal spying of the 007 dance hall crashers all fit well as cultural innova-
tions within a South Bronx street culture dominated by African American people.45

Jamaican immigrant sound man Cool DJ Herc, one of the acknowledged godfathers
of hip-hop, typically set up his thunderous speakers known as the “Herculords” in
South Bronx parks, playgrounds, and street corners. Through the early to mid-1970s,
Herc and Trinidad-born Grandmaster Flash developed a rich array of techniques for
integrating spoken word call-and-response with dance music. They employed dance
hall crashers as “roadies,” and paid them to keep an eye on their competition, to learn
their tricks and trade secrets, and to break up their parties if need be. As the role of
the mobile street party DJ became more and more complex in the South Bronx, the
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dance hall crashers took over the spoken word functions in order to leave the DJ free
to weave textures of beat and sound. The MC, or “rapper,” was thus born. Island cul-
tural practices had merged with African American urban life in the South Bronx to
yield one of the most innovative and globally influential genres of American music.46

The third route by which Jamaican popular music forms have entered the
United States is through punk rock. This is an indirect route, and in many ways a
weak and associative one. Simultaneously a rejection and a revival of rock ‘n’ roll,
punk rock erupted onto the music scene on the Lower East Side of New York City in
the late 1960s and early 1970s, pioneered by bands such as Velvet Underground, the
Ramones, Television, the New York Dolls, and Patti Smythe. British music promoter,
culture broker, and entrepreneur Malcolm Maclaren proved instrumental in intro-
ducing a generation of British youth to the New York punk bands—especially the
Ramones and the New York Dolls, whose careers he briefly managed.47

At the same time, white working-class British youth in urban centers such as
London and Manchester found themselves increasingly exhausted by a stagnant econ-
omy and alienated by a remote national political life. They took cues in rebellion and
cultural resistance from black working-class youth—mostly Jamaicans and other
islanders. The wave of riots in 1976 and 1977 that rocked South London—particularly
the West Indian neighborhood of Brixton—had an electrifying and galvanizing effect
on white British youth.48 In searching for idioms of rebellion and for new meanings
with which to make sense of a declining industrial landscape, white youth in Britain
were dually influenced by American and Jamaican cultural forms. Bands such as the
Sex Pistols and the Clash used these raw materials to forge a new movement, blend-
ing the energy and pace of American punk with the underground outlaw identities of
black British youth culture and music. In the process, these bands created an intensely
aggressive and confrontational music and performance culture that had a profound
effect on American popular music in the late 1970s and into the 1980s.

The final route by which Jamaican popular music forms have entered Amer-
ican popular culture is through the successive revivals of ska and reggae. Ska’s first
revival (or, the second wave) swept through Great Britain in the late 1970s as part
of the broader search for musical authenticity among disaffected white and black
working-class youth—a search that, as I argued above, included punk and its quest
for the root energies of rock ‘n’ roll. Many interracial ska bands sprung up in and
around London in the wake of the riots, bands committed to and demonstrating
unity in music as well as in the rent social fabric of British life. Two-tone bands, so
called both because they were biracial and because they recorded on the Two-Tone
label, not only covered ska classics but produced an impressive roster of work in their
own right. Like reggae in the early 1970s, British two-tone ska achieved limited suc-
cess in American record markets, even while a few bands such as the Specials, Selec-
tor, and English Beat developed deep loyalties among American punks and New
Wavers, college students, and marginal radio cultures.
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These deep pockets of loyalty to ska and reggae music kept an underground
niche market alive in the United States for well over a decade, until the second ska
revival—the third wave—erupted onto the scene in the early 1990s. Unlike the two-
tone revival, however, this latest ska inception originates in the United States, as part
of the rapid hybridization and transformation of punk and hardcore music. Bands
such as the Toasters, the Scofflaws, the Mighty Mighty Bosstones, the Voodoo
Glowskulls, and Operation Ivy blend the speed and fury of American hardcore with
the DIY ethic of punk and the more complex instrumentation and rhythmic struc-
ture of ska. While the results are uneven and diverse, the third wave has proven to
be the most enduring manifestation of Jamaican popular forms in the United States.
One of the main and perhaps unintended consequences of the third wave’s relative
success has been the rerelease of numerous classic Jamaican ska audio compilations.
Most of these have been remastered from original materials scarce or unavailable
during the two-tone years. Recent advances in digital audio technology have made
this otherwise daunting remastering project entirely feasible. Thus, CD and record
stores are suffused with classic ska compilations.

Despite the availability of these compilations or the popularity of third wave
ska bands, however, we must not lose sight of the fact that ska constituted from its
very beginnings a hybrid, transnational genre of music. Indeed, if we forget where
ska comes from, how it evolved, and where it went, we forget that it was the music of
working-class people in motion—not in stasis. Ska was pioneered by a footloose gen-
eration crisscrossing worlds, straddling mental and political borders, and forging new
identities. Ska was ground in the crucible of a cross-cultural movement of music,
supple and innovative enough to change as the needs and aspirations of its fans
changed. The now classic status of Jamaican ska should not obscure the real
dynamism of the historical motions that produced it.

I have demonstrated that ska played an important part in the germination of
first a Jamaican, then a transnational popular music form. Ska was from its inception
a musical practice born in a particular place (shantytown Jamaica), created by par-
ticular people (young, urban, working-class islanders), for particular local needs and
circumstances. Yet ska was assembled from cultural elements that stretched across
borders, and it found audiences that were themselves footloose in the world.
Jamaican labor migrations created urban black settlement cultures first in Kingston,
and then in London. Labor migrations also brought Jamaican men and women to the
United States—particularly to New York City and the South Bronx. In these new
urban contexts, Jamaicans and other islanders influenced the direction of black
music and transoceanic popular culture.

In the end, it is worth remembering that the map is seldom the territory. We
cannot tell the story of cultural processes and developments by reference to the
imagined contiguity of the nation-state. Only by applying a transnational lens and
taking the region of the black Atlantic, rather than any one nation, as the spatial unit
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of analysis, can we understand how working-class people in motion forge cultural
practices in the modern world.

Notes
This article has benefited from comments and suggestions from a number of sources. The bare
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me to develop a more robust theoretical framework. The learned Portia Maultsby offered
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the transnational connections between the Caribbean and the United States for a panel at the
American Historical Association, where I received excellent advice from Jeffery O. G. Ogbar and
Fanon Che Wilkins. Finally, the anonymous reviewers provided very pointed and useful criticism
that improved the quality of the work.
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